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Self-doubt is a feeling of uncertainty in our ability or a lack of trust in ourselves to follow

through on task. When we have self-doubt we’re in a place where we’re balancing our past

experience with future possibilities and even though we know things could go well for us,

we’re unsure that they will.

What this normally leads to is avoiding taking action towards our goals or even setting

them in the first place.

So let’s look at what’s going on when we have self-doubt…

You may have heard psychologists refer to us as having left brain and right brain - the left

brain being our logical and analytical mind, the right brain being our creative, more intuitive

mind.

When we have self-doubt we might be using our logical left brain to recall past events

where things didn’t go so well for us or we could be using our creative right brain to

imagine things not going well for us in the future.

Now, combined with the knowledge that it is actually possible to succeed and the fact that

somewhere we have a desire to do so, we’re left in the middle - undecided - and THIS is

what self-doubt is.

Uncertainty.



A place where we’re not CERTAIN that we can, and we’re not CERTAIN that can’t The

problem is that this uncertainty leads to inaction which when it comes to self-doubt is a

very bad thing - every moment we don’t take action we add weight to our logical argument

that says we can’t.

Now the reason we have this uncertainty and fail to take action is usually to do with a fear

of some kind - a fear of judgement, failure, or some other kind of discomfort. Fear is our

fight-or-flight mechanism that’s designed to help us avoid danger, but the things that make

us feel uncomfortable these days often aren’t physically dangerous at all, and we often

don’t really have a good reason to avoid doing them.

Acting at the edge of our comfort-zone is still hard though, and self-doubt is great at

keeping us firmly rooted in place, avoiding action, never progressing towards our goals. So

what’s the answer?

Well ultimately we can only overcome self-doubt through experience and a great way to

start moving is by feeding our mind information that will help us turn our uncertainty into a

decision to act.

So how do we do this?

Well, we can use our left brain to logically recall events or situations where we’ve

previously experienced success, or times where we doubted ourselves and then proved

that self-doubt to be wrong. And we can use our right brain to imagine a positive outcome

in the future.

This is where things like visualisations and affirmations come in, where we deliberately feed

our mind images of things that we want and create a vision of ourselves in a position of

success.
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This is something that high-performance athletes become very good at, and you can too. If

you spend enough time using both your logical and creative mind in your favour you can

get yourself to a position where you can turn self-doubt or uncertainty into a decision to

take action.

This is really all that matters when it comes to overcoming self-doubt - making a decision.

One you’ve made a decision to take action you’ll be gathering new data which will help you

move forwards.

You may not win every time but every time you take action you gain confidence and

experience, and being in this feedback loop will give you the momentum you need to move

forward.

So next time you notice yourself avoiding taking action because of self-doubt, look for the

fear and get to know it. Then ask yourself, what’s the worst thing that can happen if I do

take action, and what’s the best?

Then take action and leave your self-doubt behind.
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Questions?

As always, if you have any questions email me at pete@petefry.co.uk and I’ll be happy to

help.

Talk to you soon,

Pete
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